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FROM VALLE D' ITRIA
TO UNESCO SITES
BY BEEYOND TRAVEL
Nearly everyone is experiencing COVID-related stress, including
lack of sleep, feeling anxious, overwhelmed or helpless. This
pandemic can take an emotional as well as a physical toll. There
are some strategies that can help with the stress, grief, and
anxiety; vacation could be your strategy. Puglia, is one of the
safest regions to travel to and we have decided to put together
the 7-nights PUGLIA THERAPY TOUR to help unwind, recharge
and take back all that this pandemic has taken away from you.

FROM THE MOST SOUGHT AFTER
LOCATIONS IN THE VALLE D'
ITRIA TO SANTA MARIA DI LEUCA,
THE VERY TIP OF PUGLIA
From the most delicious farm-to-table food, to the mesmerizing
sceneries, fun workshops, incredible local products tastings, folk
music, UNESCO sites, shopping and enough free time to make
this one of BeeYond Travel's favorite tours.

TRAVELLING TO ONE OF MOST BEAUTIFUL
VILLAGES IN ITALY: OTRANTO
BY BEEYOND TRAVEL
Otranto, a charming harbor town at the eastern-most
tip of Italy overlooking the turquoise Adriatic Sea.
Natural bridge between the Mediterranean and the
East, Otranto is a magical land that mixes the ancient
flavor of the historic center with fervent devotion, the
reverberations of the sea with the liveliness of the
nightlife. Walking in the oldest part of Otranto you
immerse yourself in the millenary charm of a village
enclosed by the Aragonese walls, with white houses
and the maze of paved streets of living stone that
converge towards the Romanesque Cathedral,
characterized by the imposing Renaissance rose
window.

The cathedral is a must see: featuring a
spectacular 12th century mosaic floor that depicts
stories from the Old Testament and the relics of
the 800 martyrs, slaughtered by the Turks in 1480.
Few minutes from Otranto: The bauxite lake, a red
sight in Salento. The visual impact is impressive: a
lake ecosystem in which the acid green of
brackish waters meets the vegetation, while the
red of bauxite clashes with the blue of the sky.
Seeing is believing!
The sea: bathed by an Adriatic Sea that here,
thanks to the rocky coast, takes on a transparent
water and a thousand shades of blue. Otranto
offers a beautiful beach, surrounded by terraces
and ramparts on the sea, and a varied coastal
territory, in which rocky coves and sandy bays of
great scenic beauty open
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A VACATION IS NOT
FOREVER, THE
MEMORIES ARE!
BEEYOND TRAVEL
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Lecce | Basilica di Santa Croce
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SLOW TASTING MENU DINING
EXPERIENCE PUGLIA
BY BEEYOND TRAVEL
There is one important ingredient at 63 Osteria
Contemporanea, an ingredient that is never weighed:
TIME.
Just as the grandmothers did, each dish reflects the
tradition and it is handmade: bread, pasta and
desserts are all prepared in the small kitchen.
All raw materials come from small local suppliers who
guarantee and foster ancient varieties of cereals,
vegetables, vegetables and legumes.

Somewhere in Puglia

A DIALOGUE BETWEEN
YESTERDAY AND TODAY,
ANCIENT RECIPES AND
LOCAL RAW MATERIALS.
Each ingredient is dosed with the care and wisdom
learned since childhood when, in every home, meals
were the moment when the family gathered and
shared food and identity. This experience can be
incorporated in your next vacation with BeeYond
Travel.
Take the first step to your next tailored vacation:

DID YOU LIKE
THE FIRST ISSUE?
THESE ARE THE
CLUES ABOUT
THE NEXT ONE
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lecce
details of the slendid baroque city in Southern Italy

what's your vacation style?

